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Abstract
The usage of wood has been a dominant driving force during the evolution
of the human species. It allowed us to cook food, build tools, put roofs over
our head and explore the world. The fibers making up the tree has been the
most important way to store and transmit knowledge in the form of paper
for centuries. It may not be considered as the most interesting or hi-tech
of fields, although, nothing could be further from the truth. One of society’s
most significant issue is how to live sustainably, which is coincidentally exactly
what trees can solve. We can live in tall buildings made from wood, locking
up vast amounts of carbon dioxide - we can replace many of the plastics we
use today with sustainable alternative from the components making up the
tree - we could even make clothes from our trees and stop being reliant on the
untenable cotton production - only our imagination is holding us back from
what can be made from trees.
Cellulose is the structural component in trees, the molecule arranges itself in a complex hierarchical structure that forms the wood-cells, or fibers.
Breaking down this hierarchical structure down to its smallest structural units
leaves us with tiny fibers, no longer than a few micrometers and with a width
of merely four nanometers. These are cellulose nanofibers, and this work has
aimed to understand how and what it takes to liberate these fine fibers from
the larger fiber that they make up. Two main pathways exist to liberate the
nanofibers, either chemically by introducing negatively charged groups on the
surface of the cellulose, making the fibrils repel each other, or mechanically,
simply by intense processing of the fibers. However, these processes are associated with certain flaws in that (i) vast amount of energy is required unless
the fibers are pretreated, (ii) disintegration is performed in instruments that
do not scale well, (iii) disintegration is carried out at a low concentration
of fibers, typically below 5%. Additionally, what comes out of a process is
difficult to characterize in terms of quality due to an inherent inhomogeneity
and the small size of the nanofibers.
These issues in combination with a greater understanding of the processes
are the foundation of this thesis.
Decreased energy consumption and scalability was explored via the steam
explosion concept Nanopulp. In order to avoid issues associated with the
low concentration, a method was developed for drying cellulose nanofibers to
a paste without causing hornification using glycerol. A variety of cellulose
nanofibers from different sources were prepared and characterization techniques were compared and expanded upon, including the development of a
method for better describing the surface area of cellulose nanofibers. Finally,
an environmentally friendly composite was made using cheap and available
resources in combination with cellulose nanofibers.
Keywords: Cellulose, Nanofibers, Characterization, Homogenization,
Endoglucanase, TEMPO, Specific surface area, Atomic force microscopy
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Sammanfattning
Användningen av träd har varit en viktig del under människans evolution.
Dessa har tillåtit oss tillaga mat, tillverka verktyg, bygga hus och utforska
världen. Fibrerna som ett träd är uppbyggt av har i form av papper varit
det viktigaste sättet att lagra och överföra kunnskap under århundranden.
Detta fält betraktas ofta som ganska tråkigt och inte så hi-tech, vilket är
långt ifrån sanningen. Ett av samhällets största problemen idag är hur man
ska leva på ett hållbart sätt, vilket är exakt vad vi kan lösa med hjälp av
träd. Vi kan bygga höga byggnader av trä att bo i för att binda upp stora
mängder koldioxid. Vi kan ersätta många av de plaster vi idag använder
med hållbara alternativ från de komponenter som utgör träd. Vi kan till och
med göra kläder från våra träd för att sluta vara beroende av den ohållbara
bomullsproduktionen - bara fantasin sätter gränser för vad som kan göras från
träd.
Cellulosa är den huvudsakligen strukturella komponenten i trä, molekylen ordnar sig i en komplex hierarkisk struktur som bildar träcellerna eller
fibrerna. Genom att bryta ner denna hierarkiska strukturen till dess minsta
strukturella enhet, småfibrer, som bara är några mikrometer långa och med
en bredd av ynka fyra nanometer. Dessa är cellulosa nanofibrer och syftet
med detta arbete har varit att förstå hur och vad som krävs för att frigöra
dessa småfibrer från den större fiber som de utgör. Det finns principiellt två
vägar att gå för att sönderdela en fiber till nanofibrer, antingen kemiskt genom introduktion av negativt laddade grupper på cellulosans yta, vilket gör
att nanofibrerna stöter ifrån varandra, eller mekaniskt, genom intensivt mekanisk bearbetning av fibrerna. Dessa processer är emellertid förknippade med
vissa brister i och med att (i) stor mängd energi krävs om inte fibrerna förbehandlas, (ii) delaminering utförs i instrument som inte skalar väl industriellt,
(iii) delaminering utförs vid en låg koncentration av fibrer, typiskt under 5%.
Dessutom är det svårt att karakterisera det som kommer ut med hänsyn till
kvalité på grund av inhomogeniteten och den lilla storleken hos nanofibrerna.
Dessa problem i kombination med en större förståelse av processerna är
ämnet för denna avhandling.
Förmindskad energikonsumption och uppskalning undersöktes genom ett
ångexplosionskonceptet, Nanopulping. För att undvika problemen associerade med den låga koncentrationen utvecklades en metod för att torka cellulosa
nanofibrer till en pasta utan att orsaka hornifiering med hjälp av glycerol. En
mängd cellulosa nanofibrer med olika utgångsmaterial framställdes och karaktäriseringstekniker jämfördes och utvecklades, denna utveckling innefattade
bland annat en metod för att bättre beskriva ytan av cellulosa nanofibrer.
Slutligen tillverkades en miljövänlig komposit från billiga och tillgängliga resurser i kombination med cellulosa nanofibrer.
Nyckelord: Cellulosa, Nanofibrer, Karakterisering, Homogenisering, Endoglukanas, TEMPO, Specifik ytarea, Atomkraftmikroskopi
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Cellulose has been around since before the colonization of land [1] in the form of
green algae [2]. It comprises of the monosaccharide, glucose, and has likely evolved
independently in multiple species throughout the evolution. In contrast to the other
major components in plants, hemicelluloses and lignin, the chemical structure of
cellulose has remained the same for more than 1.7 billion years [2]. Today plants
make up an approximate 80 wt% of the total biomass on Earth [3], with cellulose
as their common structural component. The content of cellulose varies depending
on the plant but is in the range of 30-40 wt% for trees [4], making it the most
common biopolymer on Earth. It is so efficient that it has experienced a lateral
genre transfer from a cellulose synthesizing prokaryote to the Ciona genus of the
Animalia kingdom, i.e. tunicates [5, 6]. The chemical structure of cellulose is sim-

Figure 1.1: A single cellulose chain. Numbers correspond to the carbon atom
number. Dashed lines show stabilizing hydrogen bonds. "n" is the number of
repeating cellobiose units.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of the hierarchy in wood, from the stem of the
tree to the single fiber with the dark middle lamellae, unordered primary layer
and then the S1, S2 and S3 layers. A macrofibril is shown coming out of the S2
layer, followed by a magnification of the fibrillar aggregates and then an elementary
fibril. Crystallization pattern of the elementary fibril is adopted from Fernandes et
al. (2011) [11]. The last illustration is of the repeating unit in cellulose, cellobiose.

ple, it is a linear chain with a slight twist [7] consisting of β-glucopyranoside units
connected with 1 → 4 β-glycosidic bonds (Figure 1.1) [8]. The degree of polymerization varies significantly on the species and the measuring technique but is
natively up to several thousand units [9]. The synthesis route of cellulose is rather
complex and outside the scope of this work and will thus only be mentioned briefly.
For higher plants cellulose is synthesized through a hexameric rosette shaped cellulose synthase complexes (CSC) located in the plasma membrane; these rosettes
contains three unique cellulose synthase (CesA) isomers, which are required in 1:1:1
stoichiometry for CSC assembly [10]. The hexameric structure of the rosette leads
to an elementary firbil containing a multiple of 6 cellulose chains, organized as
18[10] , 24[11] or 36[12, 13] units, depending on origin.
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How the cellulose crystallizes into elementary fibrils is not well understood,
and widely debated, although, the pathway is flawed giving rise to a twist in the
fibril [14]. This twist among other factors results in less ordered regions along the
fibril, and on its surface. These regions have a higher reactivity [15] and may be
the onset site for many enzymatic processes. An elementary fibril is the smallest
structural unit in plants, for hardwood and softwood it has a width around 3-5
nm [16, 15, 17, 18], whereas, for tunicates, the width is 10-20 nm [19]. The reason
behind this significant difference is the convergent evolution of plants and tunicates,
resulting in different rosette complexes, and thus different number of chains in each
fibril. The elementary fibril arrange into clusters, or aggregates, possibly to reduce
the free energy of the surfaces [20], having a width in the order of 10-35 nm for
plants [20, 15, 17].
These fibrils and their aggregates are what is considered as cellulose nanofibers
and the nomenclature found within this field is as broad as the field is extensive.
Microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) commonly corresponds to poor qualities with only
small amounts of nanofibers, whereas, nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC), correspond
to a more or less fully disintegrated quality, comprising solely of elementary fibrils.
Neither of these nomenclatures are true to their definition and instead we chose a
broader definition:

Cellulose nanofibers (CNF):
A material containing cellulose
fibers having widths below 100 nm.

It is essential to explain the hierarchical structure of wood cells to better understand the complexities involved in the manufacturing of cellulose nanofibers
(Figure 1.2). The aforementioned fibril aggregates organize into 4 discernible layers in the secondary xylem cells, i.e. tracheids, libriform fibers and vascular cells.
The layer closest to the lignin rich middle lamellae is the primary cell wall, with a
random organization of fibril aggregates. The second, S1 layer, is organized helical
at an angle perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the cell either left or right
hand. The third, S2 layer, has a slight angle with a 10-30° tilt vertically. This is also
the thickest layer, accounting for 80% of the entire cell and is largely responsible
for the mechanical properties of a tree [21]. The fourth layer, S3, is not as well understood in terms of organization, although there are some suggestions of a helical
organization similar to that of the S1 layer [22]. In each layer the fibril aggregates
are encased in a matrix consisting of hemicelluloses and lignin. Simply put, lignin
is a complex aromatic 3D polymer and hemicelluloses acts as s compatibilizer to
cellulose. Several hemicelluloses take part in the compatibilization by having varying properties, for instance, glucomannan has a stiff chain that conforms well to
cellulose whereas xylan has a more flexible chain that can couple to lignin [23].
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Aim number one
Understanding how to, with the least
amount of energy, delaminate a fiber
to its smallest structural components

The wood cells, or fibers as they are more commonly referred to, are further
arranged hierarchically throughout the tree, not only as a mechanical support for
allowing tall growth but also as a way for the plant to transport water. The ligninrich middle lamellae separate the cells from each other in the tree and act as a
matrix, similar to the hierarchical levels mentioned previously. There are two main
pathways to liberate fibers from wood - in the first case, high yield pulping, wood is
ground to pulp, with only a minor loss of mass, by mechanical means - in the second
case, chemical pulping, fibers are liberated by the removal of the matrix polymers,
lignin and hemicelluloses, resulting in a significant yield loss (approximately 4045%). In this work we focus on the use of chemically derived fibers, which totals 76%
of the total production of fibers in the world. These fibers have certain advantages
over mechanical pulps as the fibers are more intact and their chemical compositions
can be easily altered. Several chemical methods exist for the liberation of fibers,
with the two most common being the sulfite and sulfate process, both of which
was invented during the 19th century. Today the sulfite process is mainly applied
in the production of dissolving pulp, which is a highly pure cellulose fiber used
as the raw material in for instance viscose or lyocell. The Sulfate process, or its
more common name the Kraft (German for strong) process, is by far the most
common method for producing liberated fibers today. The active chemicals in the
Kraft process are hydrogen sulfide and hydroxide ions at temperatures of 140-170
°C. During this process lignin is extensively degraded, but also hemicelluloses and
cellulose are degraded to some extent, the details of which can be found within the
work of Josef Gierer (1980) [24]. Kraft-pulp fibers are not only used for making
paper, but also in other products namely: packaging, board, tissue, printing paper,
sack-paper and so on. For a long time the pulp and paper industry relied on a few
base products that they produced in bulk, today though, it is starting to look a
little bit different. The onset of this transformation came with the realization of
market loss due to the advancement of digital technology. Today the idea is that
"anything can be made from wood", and this is where the production of cellulose
nanofibers enters the field.
The knowledge of the existence of nanostructures from cellulose has been known
for a long time. However, the first record of these structures and their liberation
came from the work of Bengt Rånby in the late 1940s [25]. In his work, he subjected
various celluloses to boiling sulfuric acid and noted that small crystalline needle
shaped species were left after the acid treatment [26]. What happens is that the less
crystalline regions of the cellulose are degraded during the acid treatment leaving
a crystalline core, with a width in the range of 3-5 nm in the case of wood with
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a length of around 100-200 nm [27]. Today these crystalline needles are referred
to as cellulose nanocrystals (CNC). The manufacturing of cellulose nanofibers was
invented during the late 70s and early 80s by a group of researchers at Rayonier
[28, 29, 30]. They employed mechanical energy to the fibers via a Gaulin-type
homogenizer until the fibers had been disintegrated [31]. The resulting CNF is of
poor quality with a significant heterogeneity; however, the fibers are considerably
longer and more flexible than for CNC which has led to a divergence between
these two fields - somewhat similar to mechanical and chemical pulping where
CNC would correspond to chemical pulping due to the low yield of the process and
CNF to mechanical pulping due to its high yield and mechanical process. Due to
the vast energy consumption during the production of CNF the development did
not take off until more than two decades later, in part due to the rising interest of
nanomaterials at that time. Since the beginning of the 21st century, there has been
an immense surge of researchers entering these fields and the number of publications
has risen exponentially. In turn, this has led to more publications in high impact
journals, just as it was back at the beginning of the 20th century. The same trend
is noted when it comes to companies, speaking to any pulp and paper company
today will reveal at least some activity within either of these fields. Their activity
is mainly based in improving existing products, yet the increased consciousness of
sustainability, and with that, a growing need for replacing non-renewable products
has led many companies looking for completely novel products made from cellulose.
A market analysis on CNC and CNF, made in 2014 by the US Forest Products
Laboratory, estimated a market of 33 million metric ton for "high-volume products"
including areas such as replacements for plastics, barriers and additives to cement
[32, 33]. For these rather optimistic estimates the price needs to be in the range
of $4-11 per kilo [33]. A tall task considering the current pulp (NBSK) price of
more than $1200 per ton1 . In order to realize these premonitions cheap large-scale
production methods are required.

Aim number two
Develop a scalable and energy efficient
production process with possibilities of
being incorporated in existing pulp-mills.
The growing interest in cellulose nanofibers has resulted in a vast landscape of
diverse materials with different properties and qualities. For a novice in the area
it is easy to get lost in this jungle of qualities and it is only in the last couple
of years that standards for characterization have emerged (ISO 19716:2016, CSA
Z5100-17, ISO/AWI TS 21346). Even so, more standardized protocols for the
characterization of cellulose nanofibers needs to be developed. Characterization
1 https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/forests/industry/current-prices/13309
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has two main purposes, (i) following a process either to ensure quality or evaluate
said process and (ii) describing the properties of the derived material. In case (i)
there is a need for fast, preferably online, methods that are simple to interpret.
Whereas for case (ii) the methods may be more exhaustive. This said, the obtained
data needs to describe the material properties in terms that they can be sold on.
What is meant by this is that a specific quality needs to be sufficiently described
in terms of physical properties for a customer to understand why to pay for it. It
also leads to diversification, something that will likely be required to account for
all up-and-coming applications which will require widely different CNF.

Aim number three
Increased comprehension regarding
the characterization of quality
and associated complexities

Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized in six chapters as follows:
• Chapter 1: A brief introduction to the field of cellulose and its hierarchical
build up. Aims and scope.
• Chapter 2: Manufacturing cellulose nanofibers. Influence of raw material,
pretreatments and mechanical disintegration.
• Chapter 3: Characterization of cellulose nanofibers. Various methods and
their implications, pros and cons.
• Chapter 4: Materials and applications from cellulose nanofibers, in brief.
• Chapter 5: Conclusion.
• Chapter 6: Outlook.

Chapter 2

Manufacturing cellulose nanofibers
This chapter covers the influence of raw material, pretreatments and various disintegration techniques. The raw materials used within this work was a mixed
softwood (spruce and pine) Kraft pulp (mSW) (SCA, Östrand, Sweden) [Paper I VI & IX] an unbleached laboratory Kraft cooked softwood, Picea abies, (lSW) [Paper III, IV & VIII] an unbleached laboratory Kraft cooked hardwood, Eucalyptus,
(lHW) [Paper II & IV], a dissolving pulp (Domsjö fabriker, SE) [Paper III, IV &
V] and tunicates Ciona intestinalis (Tunicate)1 [Paper III & VII]. The pretreatments employed were enzymatic hydrolysis using a monocomponent endoglucanase
(Fibercare®, Novozyme, DE) [Paper I - IV, VI, VIII & IX] and TEMPO-mediated
oxidation [Paper I - VI]. The disintegration was carried out in either a homogenizer
(M-110EH, Microfluidics Corp., US) [Paper I - V, VIII & IX] or a Nanopulping
equipment (continuous reactor, build by Valmet AB or steam autoclaves, home
built) [Paper I & VI].

2.1

Raw material

Knowing your raw material is key for the production of cellulose nanofibers. The
species will govern the hierarchical buildup and the size of both the fibers and
elementary fibrils. The varied structure of the different materials results in that
specific treatments are required to obtain an optimal quality of CNF. For instance
algae, annual crops and foodstuff sources require no or little pretreatments to be
sufficiently disintegrated whereas cotton and tunicates with their much longer rigid
cells are more challenging to process.
Another important factor is hornification, a phenomenon that occurs when a cellulose material is dried. What happens during hornification is a collapse of internal
1 Tunicates are the only animals known to synthesize cellulose They are marine-based filterfeeders, with a protective tunic made from cellulose. They are grown in aquaculture’s for their
protein and oil that is used as fish food, biodiesel and biogas [34]. The cellulose tunic is regarded
as a byproduct with low value. Employing methods similar to Kraft cooking it is possible to
obtain a pure high quality cellulose from tunicates [19].
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Figure 2.1: Small papers made with the main raw materials.

structure leading to aggregation within the fiber wall. When the cellulose surfaces come into close contact with each other non-covalent bonds such as hydrogen
bonds, and possibly lactone bridges are formed, causing the cell to stiffen and lose
reactivity [35]. Another explanation for the lost reactivity is non-covalent entanglements of the less ordered cellulose on the surface of fibrils. Since the elementary
fibrils aggregate during hornification more energy is required to liberate them. In
severe cases of hornification, drying highly refined fibers or at high temperature,
elementary fibrils become harder, or sometimes even impossible, to extract. To circumvent the issue of hornification it is preferred to use never-dried pulp; however,
the downside with never-dried pulp is that it is difficult to store for long periods of
time without having microbial growth. Thus, to be able to use the same material
throughout several studies during 4 years all pulps were dried once. It would have
been possible to dry the fibers in the presence of glycerol which circumvents both
the issue with hornification and storage, since the glycerol act as a spacer and is
microbial inactive [Paper VIII]2 .
Two additionally important factors are the chemical composition, since the
amount of lignin and hemicelluloses affects the disintegration into cellulose nanofibers,
and the length of the cellulose chains, degree of polymerization (DP).

2.1.1
#3,4

Bleaching

Bleaching was carried out on the two unbleached samples: laboratory cooked softwood and hardwood samples, lSW and lHW, in two steps in order to determine
the influence of chemical composition. Step (i), chlorite delignification (c), was
performed in order to remove lignin without degrading neither hemicelluloses nor
cellulose. Step (ii), alkaline extraction (AE), aims to remove hemicelluloses.
Chlorite delignification (c): Mix the unbleached pulp with 0.6 g sodium chlorite and acetic acid per gram fibers at a solids content of 3% and let react at 70
°C for two hours. Wash the bleached sample thoroughly until reaching a conductivity of less than 5 µS/cm. The nomenclature after the chlorite bleaching is
clSW (chlorite laboratory Softwood) and clHW (chlorite laboratory Hardwood).
2 These findings were made towards the end of this work which is why they were never employed.
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Table 2.1: Chemical composition and degree of polymerization (DP) of the various
raw material. Treatment abbreviation: Bleached Kraft pulp (BKP), Kraft pulp
(KP), Chlorite delignification (c), Alkaline extraction (AE)
Sample
mSW
lSW
clSW
calSW
lHW
clHW
calHW
Tunicate

Treatment

Hemicellulose

BKP
KP
C
C+AE
KP
C
C+AE
*

Lignin

[%]

[%]

16.7
15
15.9
6.7
16.3
15.1
7.7
0.03

0.65
7
0.2
0.9
1.6
1.5
1.1
0

Charge

DP

[µmol g−1 ]

67’
125
100
79
120
80
60
43

2600
2900
1900
700
1700
1300
600
4200

∗ According

to the procedure of Zhao et. al (2014) [19]
’Measured after enzymatic treatment

Alkaline extraction (AE): Mix the chlorite delignified pulp with 9% NaOH
and let react for one hour at 24 °C. Wash the sample thoroughly. The nomenclature after the alkaline extraction is calSW (chlorite alkaline extraction laboratory Softwood) and calHW (chlorite alkaline extraction laboratory Hardwood).

2.1.2

Chemical composition

The chemical composition of a fiber influences how it is disintegrated. A fiber with
high content of lignin is denser than a fiber without lignin, but not substantially
more difficult to disintegrate; in-fact, lignin seems to facilitate the disintegration
to some degree, possible by acting as weak spots in between fibrils and bundles of
which, or by hindering bond formation during drying, or it could be that the lignin
carbohydrate complexes (LCC) simply carry enough charge [Paper III & IV]. The
charge density of the fibers is central for the disintegration process and the chemical
composition is tightly coupled with the charge density, since hemicelluloses, or
xylan, carry the majority of the charge in the form og carboxylic acids that are
charged at a local pH higher than the pKa of acetic acid, which is 3.6 [Paper I, III
& IV].
In order to determine the chemical composition of the various raw material they
were first degraded to monosaccharides by hydrolysis using sulfuric acid and then
characterized chromatographically according to the Tappi T222-om-06 test method.
Chemical composition: Add a 200 mg sample to 3 mL 72% H2 SO4 and

#1,3,4,5
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vacuum treat for 80 min, diluted to 84 mL and vacuum treat again for 120
min at 125 °C. The undissolved fraction is mainly lignin and by filtering the
solution while still hot and then drying the filter paper it is possible to gravimetrically obtain the amount of Klason lignin which is regarded as the lignin
content of the sample (Klason lignin [%] = Weight of non dissolved material x
100/dryweight of fibers before dissolution, 200 mg). The dissolved part of the
sample, which contain the various sugars, was analyzed chromatographically;
in a high performance anion exchange chromatograph with a pulsed amperometric system (HPAEC-PAD) on an ICS3000 (Dionex, US) using a Carbopac
PA1 column (Dionex, US) at 30 °C and a flow rate of 1 mL/min. To calculate
the actual amount of sugar in the dissolved sample a sugar reference was made
with the most common sugars found in wood, glucose, mannose, xylose, arabinose and galactose; this sample was run at the same conditions as the above
mentioned samples and used as an external calibration. Correction factors for
the anhydrous content of each sugar were used to correct the values, 0.9 for
glucose, mannose and galactose and 0.88 for xylose and arabinose (according to
SCAN-CM 71:09).

The chemical composition and picture of the various raw materials can be seen
in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1.

2.1.3
#1,4

Degree of polymerization (DP)

The length of the cellulose chain is one of the foremost influential properties on CNF
manufacturing. A too low DP yields fibers that are cut rather than disintegrated,
resulting in short stubby nanofibers instead of long flexible ones. Pretreatments
such as enzymatic hydrolysis and TEMPO-mediated oxidation significantly lowers
the DP, from 2600 to 800 or 1300 for enzyme and TEMPO respectively, and it is,
therefore, paramount to keep the starting DP at a high level, preferably above 2000
units.
Degree of polymerization was estimated based on measurements of the intrinsic viscosity ([η]). Approximately 150 µg dry fibers3 were dissolved in a 50
ml 1:1 water and CED (cupriethylenediamine) solution and then measured in
a capillary. The intrinsic viscosity was translated to a DP value through the
Mark-Houwink-Sakurada (Equation 2.1) with a = 0.806 and K = 1.26 [Paper I]
[36].
[η] = K · (DP )a

2.1.4

(2.1)

Charge density

The charge density is critical for the disintegration of fibers since it causes electrostatic repulsion between adjacent charged groups. Tejado et al. (2012) proposed
3 Varying

depending on the estimated viscosity of the sample
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a linear relationship between the required energy and the charge density. In their
work, they claimed that at around 3000 µmol/g a cellulose fiber would disintegrate
without any addition of mechanical energy [37]. For untreated fibers, a charge density of between 60-125 µmol/g is common, depending on the amount and type of
hemicelluloses. Less hemicellulose equal less charge, which means that for instance
dissolving pulp, cotton and tunicates have a low native charge, in the range of 25-43
µmol/g.

#1,3−5

Charge density is measured by conductometric titration (SCAN-CM 65:02).
Wash pulp, 0.5-3 g depending on the estimated charge, with 0.01 M HCl, two
times for 45 min each, and then washed with deionized water until the conductivity is below 5 µS/cm. Avoid swelling by exchanging the H+ on the fibers for
Na+ by adding 5 ml 0.1M HCl and 10 ml 0.01M NaCl to the washed fibers for
a total volume of 500 mL. Titrate using either an automated titrator (Metrohm
702SM Titrino) or by hand - using a conductivity meter (Thermo Orion, Model
150). Plot conductance in (mS) against the volume (ml) of 0.1 M NaOH that
was added. The number of charged units, "n" (µmol/g), is calculated from
Equation 2.2 where "x" (ml) is the amount NaOH of the linear region in the
conductance/volume NaOH diagram, "C" (mol/l) the exact concentration of
NaOH and "m" (g) the weight of the samples after drying.
n=

2.1.5

x·C
m

(2.2)

Refining (PFI)

Refining is performed to regain the lost properties during drying, i.e., a reduction of specific surface area. Several methods exist for this purpose such as disk
refiners[38] , Valley beaters[39] or ultrafine friction grinders[40] ; although, their action
differs. A distinction is made between compressive and abrasive methods, where
the compressive methods act on the fibers by increasing the internal surface area
whereas an abrasive method causes fibrillation on the surface of fibers [41]. At a
laboratory scale, it is possible to choose the method that best serves the purpose,
which in this case is to increase the internal accessibility and thus surface area. At
a larger, mill-scale, the same is not true as most industrial processes for refining
fibers are of abrasive type and thus mainly cause external fibrillation. PFI mills are
laboratory refiners which are efficient for obtaining internal fibrillation [41]. This
refining technique barely cuts fibers and is not well suited for purposes where the
aim is to decrease fiber length, in for instance, tunicates, cotton or softwood fibers
without pretreatment. These types of samples have to be cut to some degree before
processing, at least when considering a microfluidizer.
Rewetting fibers: soak in water, then mixed in a pulp mixer (Paper Testing
Instrument, AT) for 30k revolutions, leave for 24h hours and then mixed again
for 30k revolutions. PFI refining: Adjust the dry content to 10% and add 300g

#1−6,8,9
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wet pulp (30g dry) to the PFI-mill and refine for 10k revolutions (3 min or 230
kWh/t) [Paper I-IV]. The sample mSW was additionally refined in the PFI-mill
for 5-58k revolutions (3-35 min) [Paper V].
Tunicates were not dried before processing and were used in their fully
bleached state containing 99.7% cellulose (Table 2.1) [19]. These samples were
hand cut to a couple of centimeters and put through a 700W kitchen blender
for 10 min before further processing.

2.2

Pretreatments

Pretreatments are an important step in the manufacturing of CNF that is carried
out prior to the mechanical disintegration. It was the development of pretreatments
that was the starting point for the exponential expansion of the field that has been
experienced since the early 2000s. Pretreatments are meant to do two things: lower
the energy consumption during mechanical disintegration and improve the quality of
the resulting product. Two main principles exist, weakening the fibers by shortening
the cellulose chains or introducing charged groups on the surface of the cellulose
which leads to electrostatic repulsion and easier disintegration. Methods involving
the introduction of charged groups to the cellulose are commonly more expensive
and involves more harmful chemicals than for instance hydrolytic pretreatments
using enzymes or acid. However, the quality, in terms of yield nanofibers and their
size, is far superior for charged samples. Choosing a pretreatment depends mainly
on what the end purpose is since the qualities are incomparable to much extent.
There are several important pretreatments in addition to the ones that will be
mentioned here and these are: carboxymethylation[42] , periodate oxidation[43] , acid
hydrolysis[44] , ozone[45] , Fentons reagent[46] and oxalic acid[47] .

2.2.1

#1−4,6,8,9

Enzymatic hydrolysis

Several types of enzymes can attack cellulose, in nature these enzymes work in
synergy to produce glucose from cellulose. However, for the purpose of pretreating
cellulose fibers for CNF production an enzyme that only cuts randomly along the
cellulose chain is preferred. Luckily this enzyme can be found as a monocomponent
endoglucanase, which also happens to be a common addition to laundry detergents.
This implies that these enzymes are mass produced and that the price is fairly low
in addition to the amount required being meager. The quality that is obtained
with enzymatically treated fibers varies significantly on the energy input during
disintegration. More energy equals more nanofibers, although, at a certain energy
input the fibers start being cut instead of being disintegrated which can be seen as
a clear drop in viscosity during the disintegration.
Enzymatic hydrolysis: Mix never dried or dried re-wetted and refined fibers
in a phosphate buffer, 11 mM N a2 HP O4 and 9 mM N aH2 P O4 , with a pH of
6.5. Dilute the enzymes (Fibercare(R), Novozymes, DK) to correspond to 25
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ECU per gram fibers (the stock solution of enzymes have an activity of 4500
ECU/ml, of which 5.56 µl was added per gram fibers to obtain 25 ECU per gram
fibers) in the buffer before adding it to the to the cellulose fibers. After adding
the enzymes the concentration of pulp should be 10%. Seal the fibers in plastic
bags and submerged in a 55 °C water bath. Mix the pulp every 15 min by taking
out and kneading the bags until 75 min has passed (15 min for heating up and
60 min reaction time). Once the reaction is completed, denature the enzymes
by heating the pulp to above 100 °C for 15 min. Wash the enzymatically treated
fibers and stored cold.

The simplicity of the procedure makes the enzymatic pretreatment viable for
up-scaling. Since these enzymes cause random breaks along the cellulose chain the
DP of the cellulose decrease from around 2600 to 800 at a standard procedure. The
method produces nanofibers of varying width and an ample size distribution which
is an issue when employing certain characterization methods such as image analysis.
It is possible to enzymatically treat fibers without using a buffer by setting the pH
to 6.5; however, in doing so a loss in reactivity of around 30% (measured as the
difference in DP) has been noted.
It is questionable if elementary fibrils are produced in any large fraction when
employing an enzymatic treatment.

2.2.2

TEMPO-mediated oxidation

Increasing the charge density of cellulose fibers is the most effective way to facilitate disintegration and it has been proposed that there is a linear relationship
between charge and the energy required for disintegration; at around 3000 µmol/g
no energy is required for disintegrating the fibers [37]. Common procedures for the
TEMPO-mediated oxidation yields a charge density between 400 and 1500 µmol/g.
Fibers with low to no charge (21[48] -25 µmol/g), such as cotton and dissolving
pulp, produce poor CNF qualities even when subjected to pretreatment by enzymatic hydrolysis. Dissolving pulp is, therefore, most commonly chemically oxidized
before homogenization, and the quality produced this way is a popular starting
point for research on cellulose nanofibers, since the purity and homogeneity is high
in contrast to the enzymatically treated qualities.
Neutral conditions: Suspend pulp (mSW [Paper I & III]) to 1% in a phosphate buffer (67.1 mM KH2 P O4 and 15.5 mM N aOH pH 6.6-6.8). Heat the
suspension to 60 ° C and add 1.13 g sodium chlorite (N aClO2 ), 16 mg TEMPO
(2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy) and 1 ml sodium hypochlorite (10% NaClO) per gram fibers. The suspension will turn slightly yellow and after approximately 16 hours of heavy stirring the suspension had lost its yellow color
and should then be cooled and thoroughly washed until a conductivity of <5 µS
is obtained. This procedure will yield fibers with a charge density around 440
µmol/g.
Basic conditions: Suspend pulp (Dissolving pulp [Paper IV & V] & tunicates

#1,3−5
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[Paper III]) to 1% in deionized water. Add 100 mg sodium bromide (N aClO2 )
and 16 mg TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl) per gram fibers to
the suspension. Add 2.5 ml sodium hypochlorite (10% NaClO) and control the
pH to 10 by titration with 0.5 M N aOH. The reaction is finished when the pH
stops decreasing or when ethanol is added to quench the reaction. Wash the
fibers until a conductivity of <5 µS is obtained after quenching the reaction.
This procedure will yield fibers with a charge density of 1450 µmol/g if not
quenched.

It is possible to control the charge density by the amount of added sodium
hypochlorite or by quenching the reactions at different times. Washing the oxidized
fibers becomes harder the higher their charge density due to their increased water
interaction.

2.3

Mechanical disintegration

The aim of mechanical disintegration is to go from macroscopic fibers with widths
around 40 µm and lengths of up to 3 mm to nanofibers with widths in the nanoscale
(3-100 nm) and lengths of a couple of micrometers. The energy input needs to be
high enough to break the interfibrillar bonding while avoiding extensive cutting that
would reduce the DP and in turn the aspect ratio and strength of the subsequent
nanofibers. Fibers are commonly processed in aqueous medium at concentrations
of 1-10%. The high water content is an issue for transportation purposes since
90%, or more, of the energy involved in the transportation would be used for the
transportation of water. The scalability of the available methods is limited and
for larger scale production an instrument park with machines running in parallel
is could be required. The most common mechanical process is homogenization or
grinding, although both methods are inefficient with regards to energy consumption.
Grinding is commonly performed in supermasscollider grinders (Masuko Sangyo
Co., JP) or other similar grinders. During the refining the fibers pass between two
disks, one rotating and one static, with a perforated bar-pattern, the fibers are
sheared in between the disks and also accelerated over the bars causing the disintegration. The difference from a conventional double disk refiner is the possibility for
a shorter distance between the disks [49] and controlling these settings is important
for the disintegration. The dry content is commonly around 1-10% [50, 51], and
it is possible to process cellulose fiber samples without a pretreatment. Without
pretreatment the resulting nanofibers are in the range of 20-50 nm wide and a
couple of micrometers long [51]. The energy consumption depends on the dry content of the material, the rotational speed of the grinder and the number of passes
through the grinder; the energy consumption has been documented in the range of
5-40 MWh/ton [52]. Even at the highest energy inputs, the resulting materials are
largely heterogeneous. [52].
Extrusion is performed in twin-screw extruders with varying design, were the
disintegration occurs between the two rotating screws. The dry content can be up
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Figure 2.2: Picture of a microfluidizer and its parts. 1. on/off 2. Pressure regulator
3. Pressure valve 4. Sample chamber and inlet chamber leading to the check valve
5. Sample outlet 6. Prime valve 7. chambers in series.

to 50% [53], and it is possible to disintegrate fibers while mixing them with various
polymers [54, 55].
Several more unconventional methods exist for the disintegration of fibers, these
are used in combination with other methods or standalone. Most of these were not
employed in this work for various reasons.

2.3.1

Homogenization

Homogenization is performed by pushing fibers through narrow slits at high pressure
and it can be carried out in either a homogenizer (such as a Panther NS3006L, GEA,
CH) or a microfluidizer (such as a M-110EH, Microfluidics corp., US; Figure 2.2).
The difference between these two methods is that a homogenizer has a springvalve based slit which can change its size while a microfluidizer has chambers with
specific slit sizes (Figure 2.3). That the slit can change size results in that the
homogenizers have a higher flow capacity and are less prone to clogging; however,
this also means that fibers can pass through without being disintegrated leading
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Figure 2.3: Picture of a microfluidizer chamber, usually connected in series (7
Figure 2.2). The arrows depict the flow of material. The inner dimension ranges
from 50-400 nm. The red circle depicts the area where the fibers are subjected to
sudden acceleration.

to a larger heterogeneity of the sample. A homogenizer also require 5 times4 more
energy than a microfluidizer to produce a lower quality material. It is worth noting
that these processes were developed for the food, pharmacy and cosmetic industry
and not for the processing of fibers. This means that they are not optimized for
fibers and processing untreated fibers tends to lead to clogging, which is one of
the main reasons behind the development of pretreatments. The other reason for
developing pretreatments of the fibers is the vast energy consumption which is in the
range of 500-3000 kWh/t per passage for a microfluidizer and 200-2000 kWh/t[56, 57]
per passage for a homogenizer.
#1−4,8,9

Suspend pretreated pulp in water at a concentration of 1.5% (it is recommended to run samples at a concentration of 1-4%) in its sodium form and run
them in a pulp mixer (Paper Testing Instrument, AT) for 30k revolutions. Check
the pH, as a too low pH may result in the charged groups not being dissociated.
Add the material to the microfluidizer (M-110EH, Microfluidics corp., US) (4 in
Figure 2.2) increase the pressure (2 in Figure 2.2) and start the microfluidizer
(1 in Figure 2.2). For the first pass, a pair of chambers (7 in Figure 2.2) with
400 and 200 µm dimensions were used at a pressure around 900 bars. The subsequent passages were made with a smaller pair of chambers, 200 and 100 µm,
at a pressure around 1650 Bar, for one to ten passages. Monitor and adjust the
pressure frequently during the procedure. Samples are stored cold and sodium
azide (anti-bacterial) may be added, at 0.5%, to the fibers after homogenization
to further improve the storage time. [Paper I - IV, VIII & IX]
Tunicates were subjected to mixing in a kitchen blender to cut the membranes into smaller pieces prior to homogenization. The tunicates were then run
through the 400 µm chamber only, followed by one pass in 400/200 µm chamber
series and then in the 200/100 µm chamber series at a concentration of 1-3%
[Paper III].
Eh =

p2 − p1
3.6 · ρ · c

(2.3)

4 Case study from North Carolina State University by Kelley Spence, Richard Venditti, Orlando
Rojas, Youssef Habibi and Joel Pawlak. Supplied by Microfluidics
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Figure 2.4: The influence of concentration on the homogenization energy per pass
at various pressures.

It is possible to calculate the energy consumption ("Eh ") of a microfluidizer or
homogenizer by measuring the pressure drop (p2 − p1 ) during the procedure according to Equation 2.3, which is a simplified5 version of the calculations proposed
by M. Ankerfors [58]. Where "p2 " is the measured pressure (controlled with 2 and
measured at 3 in Figure 2.2) and "p1 " is the atmospheric pressure (101 kPa), "ρ"
the density of the water and fibers (997 kg/m3 ) and "c" the concentration of the
same mixture (g/g). The energy requirement is a linear function of the pressure
applied at a specific concentration of sample (Equation 2.3) and the influence on
the homogenization energy consumption can be seen in Figure 2.4. At a higher
concentration less energy is consumed at a specific pressure; however, limitations
with the homogenization design results in that it is difficult to run fibers at a high
concentration. Pretreatments such as TEMPO-oxidation or carboxymethylation
allows for higher initial concentrations, although the materials becomes highly viscous after just one pass in the small chambers (400/200 µm) and then increasingly
thick in subsequent passages in the smaller chambers (200/100 µm) making it more
and more difficult to process. The limitations in regards to the concentration of
fibers is one of the major drawbacks with the homogenization method.
The exact mechanisms involved in the disintegration of fibers to nanofibers
is still not known, but it is likely a combination of sudden acceleration at the
interface of the chamber (Red circle in Figure 2.3) and shearing inside the chamber.
5 That does not take into account the increasing temperature caused by the shearing within
the chambers and is regarded only as an estimate for the energy consumption.
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Figure 2.5: left plot: Image analysis in combination with centrifugational yield
nanofibers showing the evolution of macrofibers and nanofibers over disintegration
energy. Straight line for the yield CNF is a linear fit with r2 = 0.9. The dashed
curved for the Fiber fragments and macrofibers are b-spline and have no statistical
importance. The number averages of macrofibers and fiber fragments were measured on blind samples by two independent examiners. Right LOM picture shows
samples of the species that were measured. Fiber fragments are highlighted by black
arrows in the top LOM picture taken at 2.3 MWH/t and macrofibrils by orange
arrows in the bottom LOM figure taken at 9 MWh/t. The black bar corresponds
to 20µm for both LOM pictures.

The dimensions of the chambers only allow for a few fibers entering in the length
direction at a time and the speed of the water is magnitudes higher inside the
chamber compared to outside, which means that the fiber entering the chamber
is in a static position compared to inside where it is torn apart. This theory is
supported by the fact that the degree of polymerization is such a key factor for
the efficiency of disintegration. If the degree of polymerization is low the fibers
will be weaker in the length direction than radially and will be cut rather than
disintegrated resulting in a material with wide and short fibers [Paper III]. In the
early stages of disintegration the fibers do not primarily disintegrate into nanofibers
but intermediate fibrous structure, macrofibrils (Figure 2.5). These macrofibrils
have widths in the range of 0.5-2 µm and lengths in the range of 100 µm [Paper
IX]. It is likely that these macrofibrils correspond to a hierarchical level within the
cell as has been suggested previously by H. Meier (1962) [18]. The evolution and
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disappearance of hierarchical levels throughout the homogenization process indicate
that the fibers are disintegration sequentially, into smaller and smaller fibers.
Even from such a crude tool as image analysis of LOM images it is possible
to see the issues of heterogeneity in samples pretreated with enzymes since both
fiber fragments and what is considered as macrofibers can be seen even at rather
extreme energy inputs (Figure 2.5). This considerable heterogeneity is an issue for
researchers, manufacturers and costumers alike since it makes it hard to know what
the exact properties of the material is without extensive characterization.
Homogenization is an excellent method for small-scale production of CNF when
quality, variability and precision is sought. However, other methods should be
considered concerning energy efficiency and scalability.

2.3.2

Nanopulping

Nanopulping falls under the disintegration technique classified as steam explosion,
since it utilizes the acceleration caused by overheated steam when it is released
against the atmospheric pressure. This rapid release expands the liquid within the
cell wall resulting in that the fiber wall is pushed outwards and breaks. The expansion also causes the material to be propelled through a venture and tubing causing
additional shearing and disintegration. The energy consumption for nanopulping
("EN p ") is calculated from Equation 2.4, were mf is the fiber mass and "mw " the
mass of water, cpf = 1.46 CkJ/kg and cpw = 4.18 CkJ/kg, "T1 " is the starting
temperature (here 55 °C) and "T2 " is the end temperature (between 205-225 °C).
The second fraction in Equation 2.4 is related to the energy recovery generated by
flashing the steam from "T2 " to 130 °C.
EN p =

9 · cpw · (130 − T2 )
(mf · cpf +mw · cpw ) · ∆T
+
3.6
3.6

#6

(2.4)

Pilot trials: mSW pulp was mixed in 50 °C acidic water (pH 3 by addition
of H2 SO4 ) and then refined in a conical refiner (JC-00, AAD) two times with a
0.41 and 0.33 mm gap for the first and second pass respectively at 1200 rpm at
a concentration around 3.2%. The pH was titrated to 7.5 by addition of NaOH
prior to the addition of 25 ECU/g enzymes (FiberCare®, Novozyme, DK). After
one hour of continuous mixing the pH was increased to 9.8 to diminish the
activity of the enzymes and the sample was dewatered by centrifugation to a
dry content of 22%. The enzyme treated sample and an untreated reference
were mechanically refined with 246 kWh/t.
The pulp samples were put into a continuous pilot plug screw reactor, where
it was first dewatered to 50% dry content and then diluted to 20 or 30 % dry
content. Steam was added to pressurize the reactor (180 or 200 °C, i.e. 12 or 14
Bar) and the fibers were discharged continuously through a 10 mm orifice plate.

The pilot scale trial indicated that there was more fibrillation when the dry
content was higher at the moment of release and that the enzyme treatment largely
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Figure 2.6: Nanopulping energy as a function of the amount of fibers and "T2 " (170,
190, 210 and 230 °C which corresponds to 7, 12, 18 and 27 Bar). Figure is based
on Equation 2.4.

affected the process. The highest dry content that was run, 50%, exhibited the most
disintegrated material in terms of CSF (Canadian standard freeness) and filtration
properties (tested by cross-flow ultrafiltration) and was the only sample that was
characterized further.
The materials produced by Nanopulping are largely heterogeneous with everything in between fiber fragments and nanofibers. Although, if the energy requirement per yield nanofibers is considered the nanopulp procedure far exceeds
homogenization, 7.8 MWh/tn compared to 50-110 MWh/tn for an enzymatically
treated sample; even if the dry content is 4 times higher with maintained fibrillation efficiency the homogenization process is not as energy efficient as nanopulping in regards to nanofiber production. However, when comparing nanopulping
to homogenization of TEMPO-treated fibers the difference in efficiency is not as
high, 7.8 MWh/tn to 8-25 MWh/tn , and if the dry content would be increased
for the TEMPO-treated sample the efficiency of which would exceed that of the
enzyme-treated Nanopulp; this is without considering the extra cost of the TEMPOtreatment [Paper I].
Nanopulping is a promising method for the manufacturing of coarse CNF qualities made for implementation in present products since it is easily scalable, relies
on existing infrastructure at pulp and paper mills, requires a low amount of energy (Figure 2.6) in a cheap form (steam) and it has a high dry content making
shipping more cost efficient.

2.4. REDISPERSION OF DRIED CNF
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Redispersion of dried CNF

CNF commonly contain 90-98% water which has to be either shipped with the
product or removed. Removing water from CNF is costly and additionally cause
irreversible aggregation, similar to hornification within the cell wall, as previously
discussed. This aggregation of CNF could be considered as going backwards in

Figure 2.7: Redispersion of dried CNF, a) transmittance as a function of added
glycerol, b) sedimentation height as a function of added glycerol and illustrative
picture of which, and c) mechanical properties of samples with and without drying
and glycerol.
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the disintegration process, giving rise to stiffer CNF with larger widths. There are
three ways of dealing with this issue (i) accept the cost and ship the CNF in its
wet state (ii) dry or partially dry the fibers prior to disintegration and produce the
CNF at the location of use or (iii) add something to the CNF or its dispersion prior
to drying that helps the redispersion. The second option is the easiest to carry
out, although it is mainly applicable to large-scale industries with disintegration
capabilities. For enzymatically treated fibers it is suggested not to completely dry
the fibers prior to disintegration; although, for TEMPO-oxidized fibers it is possible
to reduce them with N aBH4 before drying and still obtain sufficient disintegration
after redispersion of the fibers [59]. For the third option there are several suggested
methods such as; carboxymethyl cellulose, either as an addition [60] or as a chemical
pretreatment [61]; preventing bond formation by having pectin and hemicelluloses
on the surface [62]; spacer molecules that reside between cellulose surfaces after
drying such as maltodextrin which has been shown to significantly improve the
redispersibility of dried CNF [63].
Glycerol is another potential spacer molecule for preventing hornification since
it has a boiling point of 290 °C where water can be removed by heating. Removing the water from a mixture of EmSW4p and glycerol at 1 g/l produces a thick
CNF/glycerol paste. The properties of the CNF could be more or less fully retained
in the case of transmittance and sedimentation at approximately 25% glycerol to
EmSW4p (Figure 2.7). Although, after making films and washing away the glycerol from the same redispersed CNF, it was only at an addition of 50% glycerol
that the mechanical properties could be more or less retained (Figure 2.7 c). An
increase in stiffness of the nanofibers was seen for the samples dried without glycerol which is in line with hornification theories of pulp fibers and their increased
stiffness.

Chapter 3

Characterization of cellulose
nanofibers
The exponential increase in the number of publications during the last decade and
now that different companies have entered the market has resulted in an explosion of
various CNF qualities (Figure 3.1). Today both companies and research producing
CNF put much effort into finding niche markets for their specific CNF. When the
CNF market matures, there will be a need for simple determination of the CNF
quality to help the costumers know what they are buying. Although, determining
the quality of something in the nanoscale is troublesome due to its sheer size alone
and CNF is frequently made as an largely heterogeneous materials, which means
that it comprises of fibers with varying size and length.

Figure 3.1: Various types and qualities of CNF from industry and research.
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Figure 3.2: Sequential BDDJ fractionation with different membrane cutoff. Fraction on the 30 µm membrane increases while the other fractions decrease.

3.1

#9
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Fractionation

Fractionation of CNF is of growing interest due to the heterogeneous nature of
most technical qualities. Fractionation would allow for better utilization of otherwise poor qualities. Although, the major drawback with fractionation is that
considerable dilution is required for sufficient efficiency, r in diluted systems that
are hard to work with. Thus fractionation may be most useful as a characterization
tool. Centrifugation is a form of fractionation, and it could be used for separating
CNF into different fractions depending on the time and speed employed. Other
methods involve various types of filtration such as BDDJ (Britt Dynamic Drainage
Jar) [Paper I], Bauer McNett [64] and ultrafiltration [Paper VI]. The BDDJ system
is an efficient way to measure the residual amount of fibers [Paper I], and to some
extent other fractions when varying the filter size. With three different membranes,
cutoff 100, 60 and 30 µm, three fractions are obtained when filtering sequentially
from the largest to lowest cutoff (Figure 3.2). The two amount on the larger
cutoff membranes decrease rapidly, similarly to the fiber fragments in Figure 2.5,
whereas the fraction on the 30 µm membrane increase during the early stages to
then disappear completely already at 8MWh/t.
For poor qualities of CNF it is possible to utilize ultrafiltration as a method of
separation. Ultrafiltration work by that a liquid is passed through a porous membrane at a high pressure, with a certain cut-off radially. The cut off determines the
speed of permeation and the size of the permeating particles. When the quality of
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Figure 3.3: Centrifugation of a CNF suspesion. Two fractions are present after
centrifugation, the supernatant (1) which corresponds to the yield nanofibers and
the pellet (2) corresponding to aggregates and larger structures. Peak force error
pictures from AFM are shown, to the right, to highlight the difference within the
two fractions. The pellet also contain structures larger than what is possible to
image in AFM!

CNF is increased an impermeable film forms on the inside of the hollow membrane,
only the nanofibers in the sample forms this film that for a severely heterogeneous
sample, such as the NP, is rather transparent.

3.1.1

Centrifugation (yield)

Centrifugation is one of the viable routes for fractioning CNF as well as one of the
few quantitative characterization methods. The basis for centrifugation is that the
rotation causes centrifugal forces which magnifies the gravitational field increasing
the speed of sedimentation. The yield nanofibers can be estimated by this enforced
sedimentation, using centrifugation. The yield is defined as the gravimetric yield
of what is left in the supernatant ((1) in Figure 3.3) after centrifugation.
The four governing parameters are the rotational speed, i.e., G-force, the concentration of CNF, the pH or salt concentration of the dispersion and to some
extent the time. Varying either of these parameters will have significant impacts
on the yield values. Increasing the rotational speed increases the relative g-force
2
by: Gf orce = 1.12 · radius[mm] · (RP M/1000) which means that the efficiency is
higher and that more material will end up in the pellet ((2) in Figure 3.3); for
instance when increasing from 9800 to 20000 g the yield decreased by 5 and 10%
for EmSW5p and TmSW1p respectively. Increasing the concentration (from 0.1 to
0.15 g/L) leads to higher yields (Figure 3.4, which is a result of particle interaction which is linked with the overlap concentration of the nanofibers (co = a−2 ,
where "a" is the aspect ratio, length/diameter, and "ca " the limiting concentration
for overlap [65]). The time is mainly a factor initially when the system has not yet
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Figure 3.4: The development of yield versus energy input for EmSW (same as
Figure 3.6 & 3.10). Yield values for CNF samples with different pretreatments
at two concentration, (1) and (1.5), corresponding to 1 and 1.5 g/L. [Paper I & II]

stabilized, i.e. when not all of the nanofibers that can sediment at that specific
g-force have. Increasing the time from 45-90 min at 9800 g showed no discernible
difference in the yield nanofibers, this means that it is possible to fraction CNF by
centrifugation at various speeds with a constant time. Reducing the pH from 7 to 2
induced gelling of the tempo treated samples at 1.5 g/L, trapping the water within
the gel resulting in that no separation take place during centrifugation.
The TEMPO oxidized CNF has a significantly higher yield compared with its
enzymatically treated counterpart at the same energy input (Figure 3.4). This
can be attributed to the electrostatic repulsion caused by the anionic charge of
the carboxyl groups on the TEMPO oxidized CNF which additionally leads to an
increased colloidal stability compared to an enzymatically treated CNF [65].
It is possible to follow the disintegration of fiber by employing yield estimations
(Figure 3.4), and by doing so, it is possible to relate the energy consumption to
the yield nanofibers to distinguish between different CNF qualities. When characterizing new energy efficient methods, the energy values should be translated from
kW h/t to kW h/tnanof ibers to better represent a process potential. By doing this
the least disintegrated CNF, NP, exhibited the lowest energy consumption per yield
nanofibers. In turn this means that it may be more profitable producing less disintegrated qualities to then separate the nanofibers by centrifugation or filtration,
instead of producing what is considered as fully disintegrated samples. Even though
the yield nanofibers is an interesting parameter it is a rather questionable method
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Figure 3.5: Transmittance for the various CNF qualities at varying energy input.
The labels correspond to the transmittance value at λ = 550nm. (Same samples as
Figure 3.13) [Paper I, III & IV] *TmSW was disintegrated 5 times for the sample denoted
4p.

to determine the quality of an entire material since the heterogeneous pellet contain
nanoparticles of varying sizes as well as fiber fragments and larger particles. The
influence of the material in the pellet is hard to predict in an end-product due to
its heterogeneity.
It should be noted that the value for the yield nanofibers will depend on the
various variables during operations and the value should only be used in combination with a detailed procedure, including the g-force, concentration, pH and salt
concentration and time. It is also worth mentioning that the morphology of what is
considered the yield varies significantly depending on what raw material and what
treatments have been carried out prior to the centrifugation. Centrifugation has
other uses within the field by for instance being a tool to purify samples from larger
fibers, to increase the homogeneity, or as a tool to increase the concentration; however, in the latter it is important to understand that the smallest nanofibers stays
in the supernatant phase.

3.2

Transmittance

Transmittance measured as the energy loss of an incident beam of light can be
utilized as a simplified method to characterize the scattering of a sample. Since
nanoparticles are too small to scatter light it is the occurrence of larger particles
that is indirectly measured. Transmittance has previously been measured on films
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Figure 3.6: The development of transmittance versus energy input for EmSW (same
as Figure 3.4 & 3.10).

[66, 67][Paper III]; however, in order to characterize a CNF it is unnecessary to create a film since it can be measured on dispersions, typically containing 1 g/L CNF.
The concentration is the main governing parameter, since the amount of scattering
fibers is directly proportional to the concentration. Measuring transmittance is a
powerful tool to recognize different CNF as is shown in Figure 3.5 were the different samples exhibit varying values of transmittance dependent on their chemical
composition, raw material source and energy input. It is also shown that certain
samples disintegrate to a greater extent between two specific energy inputs than
others, which is a valuable insight into how well the different materials delamminate. This is the case for the EclSW sample that seems to respond much better
to an increased energy input compared than for instance EclHW. However, this is
opposite as to what Syverud et al. (2011) showed, when comparing the transmittance of an eucalyptus and pine CNF sample [68]. This is possibly an effect of the
higher xylan content in their eucalyptus similar to the difference between ElSW and
ElHW where the hardwood sample is the one which most efficiently disintegrate,
see Figure 3.5.
The development of transmittance over homogenization energy (Figure 3.4)
shows that the slope of the curve is higher in the initial phase compared to the second phase indicating that the fibers are becoming increasingly difficult to disintegrate. In the second phase the material is significantly disintegrated and comprises
mainly of tightly bound bundles of nanofibers with varying sizes, these bundles will
not experience the same forces within the homogenizer as the larger fibers, which in
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Figure 3.7: Illustrative picture showing various turbidity and their corresponding
values.

combination with the tight bundling causes the decrease in disintegration efficiency.
Transmittance is a simple qualitative measurement for CNF and can be applied
as a method to distinguish between different qualities or for following a disintegration process as an aid for when to terminate the process. It could also be installed as
an online measurement at production facilities to ensure the quality of the product.

3.3

Turbidity

The haziness or turbidity of a dispersion is caused by particles invisible to the
naked eye. It is measured in a nephelometer, which measures scattered light at an
angle, usually 90°, to the incident beam. The results are given in Nephelometric
Turbidity Units (NTU) and the more scattering particles the higher the value .
Since the method is based on light scattering the governing parameters are the
same as in transmittance measurements.
Turbidity is linearly dependent on the concentration of CNF, or particles scattering light, and it is possible to determine the quality dependent on the inclination
at different concentrations, which limits the need for precise measurements of the
concentration prior to analysis (plotting the normalized inclination against normalized values at one concentration gives R2 = 0.9999).
When considering light scattering techniques (Transmittance and Turbidity), it
is important to understand that it is the particle size that governs if scattering will
occur or not and a material will have a theoretical maximum plateau value. This
theoretical point occurs when the entire sample comprises of the smallest species
capable of scattering light. Practically this will never happen since the fibers that
do scatter light and those that are too small are created simultaneously. Although,
some less disintegrated materials exhibit hints of this phenomenon, for instance,
NP exhibited significantly higher turbidity at high intensity dispersion compared
to at low intensity dispersion, indicating that more particles capable of scattering
light have been produced (Figure 3.7).
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Since turbidity is a standard method for the assurance of water quality it can
easily be installed as an online measurement in a CNF producing facility at a
low cost. If only one property of CNF should be measured it is suggested that
transmittance or turbidity measurements are employed.

3.4

#1−3,6

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Microscopy, in general, has limitations considering sampling when working with
heterogeneous materials, even if a large number of points are measured it does
not give a representative overview of the entire material. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) is a powerful tool for studying the morphology of cellulose nanofibers. It
is possible to measure the width of the nanofibers expressed as their height by
using the section tool in NanoScope Analysis (Bruker Co., US). The width was
measured for 101-256 points for ElSW, EclSW, EcalSW, ElHW, EclHW, EcalHW,
ET, TT and TmSW (Figure 3.8). Even with the complications associated with
AFM measurements the transmittance (Figure 3.5) and measured width (Figure
3.8) exhibit a relationship. This relationship shows a correlation between the quality of the CNF expressed as transmittance and their measured sizes. This is most
apparent in the case of the poorly disintegrated EcalSW and EcalHW, where the
AFM pictures show a significant decrease in length and increased width of the CNF.
These morphological changes are linked to the degree of polymerization and possibly the reduced charge density of these samples compared with their less treated
counterparts EclSW and EclHW (Table 2.1). The inferior disintegration (Figure
3.5) in combination with the chemical composition and the morphological analysis
in AFM (Figure 3.8) leads to the theory that fibers with a too low DP will be
cut rather than disintegrated to a greater extent than a sample with higher DP.
These fibers become too short for efficient disintegration which results in the poor
evolution of transmittance over added energy input (Figure 3.5).
AFM: Clean silica plates approximately 1x1 cm, with EtOH and MilliQ water. Dry the plates using nitrogen gas and place them in a vacuum plasma
oven for 5 min. Dip the plates in 0.1M NaOH, followed by in 0.1 g/L PEI
(polyetyleneimine) pH 10 and then rinse off excess PEI. Submerge the PEI covered plated in 0.01-0.1 g/l CNF dispersions for 1s to 24h depending on the charge
density of that specific CNF, and lower charge equals longer submersion time.
AFM analysis is performed in a Multimode 8 (Bruker, US) using ScanAsyst and
Scanasyst-air silicon tips (T: 650 nm, L: 115 µm, W: 25µm, f0 : 70 kHz, k:0.4
N/m).

In cases where the yield nanofibers is high and with a large homogeneity (such
as TmSW4p, which exhibits a yield nanofibers <99%), AFM can more efficiently be
used as a tool to quantify sizes of the nanofibers. For these samples, it is possible to
calculate a theoretical value for the specific surface area (SSA) using Equation 3.1.
For TmSW this equals an SSA of 1160 m2 /g (2.3±0.1 nm), a gross underestimate
from the 3-5 nm, or 890-530 m2 /g, as has previously been reported [18, 16, 17, 15].

3.4. ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY (AFM)
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Figure 3.8: Atomic force microscopy images for the various CNF. Each figure is of
a 5x5 µm area and the 500 nm black scale bar is valid for all samples except the NP
within the green box. Numbers in the right corner correspond to the average width
with a 95% confidence interval. NP: the green box represents another part, still
5x5 µm, of this sample which comprises of larger nanofibers. TT: the blue arrows
point to nodes that appear specifically in the TEMPO treated tunicate sample.
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Which indicates that the AFM measurements of width underestimates the actual
width of the nanofibers which was also shown by Fall et al. (2011) [65]. The reason
behind this might be that the outer layers of cellulose are dissolved to some extent
during the TEMPO treatment. The morphology of the nanofibers is closely linked
to their source as previously discussed, the difference between hardwood (HW) and
softwood (SW) is not as apparent as the difference between wood and tunicate
but there are indications from the AFM measurements that HW produce thinner
nanofibers (Figure 3.8). The tunicate fibers are significantly longer and wider than
the elementary wood fibers, lengths of more than 15 µm is not uncommon, and all
elementary fibers have nodes which are 3.5 nm wider segments that appear at an
approximate interval of 500 nm. These nodes appear at an angle to the narrow
regions and are most apparent in the TEMPO oxidized samples, which indicates
that it might be areas that are swollen due to the increased charge density, thus
being areas of lower crystallinity. This points to that the biological function for
the nodes is to allow movement of the exceptionally long fibers. By subjecting the
tunicates to TEMPO oxidation (TT) rather than enzymatic hydrolysis (ET) the
fibers become rigid with only a few instances of bending more than a few degrees
at each node. The ET samples contain a larger number of contaminants, seen as
white dots (Figure 3.8 ET), the origin of which is unknown, the samples was
dialyzed with no improvement. The nanopulp (Figure 3.8 NP) sample is interesting since it exhibits two widely different morphologies, one comprising of small
fine nanofibers and one (represented by the sample in the green box) comprising
of much larger aggregates of nanofibers, this is expected for heterogeneous samples
and furthermore highlight the importance of sampling when employing microscopy
techniques. The difference between the AFM images here (Figure 3.8) and those
presented in [Paper VI] is the TEMPO pretreatment and the filtration technique
that was employed to increase the homogeneity of the sample in [Paper VI], these
images show cellulose crystals and fragments of which rather than fibers.
Careful considerations needs to be employed when analyzing results from AFM
or other microscopy techniques such as SEM [Paper III], due to sampling and
related issues, such as the fact that one looks for what one wants to see. It is,
therefore, not suggested to use microscopy as the only characterization method
either qualitatively or quantitatively.

3.5

Specific surface area

The specific surface area (SSA) is the area per unit mass of a material, typically
m2 /g. If a material is divided into smaller fragments new surfaces are exposed
leading to a higher area per mass. This means that the particle size is the governing
factor for the SSA, and their relationship can, for fibers, be explained by Equation
3.1, where "a" is the width of the fiber (assuming a square cross-section) and "ρ"
the density of cellulose (1500 kg/m3 ) [69]. These calculations assume a square
cross section and a solid fiber of homogeneous size. This means that the SSA of a
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the specific surface area seen by the adsorbing molecules,
a) cellulose nanofibers in water, b) krypton molecules adsorbed to cellulose
nanofibers dried at 115 °C, c) krypton molecules adsorbed to cellulose nanofibers
dried with super critical CO2 and d) xyloglucan adsorbed to never dried cellulose
nanofibers.

CNF would be directly related to the size of the nanofibers and thus a quantitative
parameter of the quality of specific CNF.
[SSA] =

4
a·ρ

(3.1)

Measuring SSA involves adsorbing gases or molecules to the surface of the material. The size and the way these gases and molecules adsorb to the surface makes
it an ambiguous task since the area that is measured depends on how it is measured, similar to the coastline paradox (Figure 3.9) [70]. This means that no true
value of SSA can ever be measured for a material and what is instead commonly
referred to as SSA is the gas-accessible surface, using either Nitrogen (N2 ), Krypton
(Kr) or Argon (Ar). The adsorption of these gases is frequently described by either
the Langmuir adsorption theory [71], describing the adsorption of gases in monolayers or the extension of this theory, Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) [72], which
describes gases adsorbing in multi-layers. Adsorption is measured as isotherms for
different pressures and the maximum adsorption (Am [mg/g]) is determined using
either of the two theories. The specific surface area is then calculated by Equation
3.2, where "Na " is Avogadro’s constant (6.022 · 1023 mol−1 ), "Sa " the covered size of
the adsorbing molecule and "Mw " the molecular weight of the adsorbing molecule.
[SSAb ] =

[Am ] · Na · Sa
Mw · 1021

(3.2)

Certain limitations are associated with gas adsorption; (i) the area occupied by
one gas molecule varies depending on the gas, 14-21 Å2 [73], (ii) the measuring
temperature is -200 °C, (iii) measurements are carried out on dry samples. That
the measurements are carried out on dry samples is a critical implication for its
applicability to cellulosic samples due to the significant collapse of the internal
structure during drying, commonly referred to as hornification, which was previously mentioned in Section 2.1. The structural collapse leads to larger structures
with lower SSA than in the wet state. The results of this phenomenon are shown
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of specific surface area, measured by krypton gas using the
BET theory, over the homogenization energy for EmSW (same as Figure 3.4 &
3.6).

#2

in [Paper III] where the SSA was measured, using the BET theory for gas adsorption, on films dried at 115 °C. In [Paper III] the SSA for TmSW4p was lower (7.9
m2 /g) than for EmSW4p (14.6 m2 /g) which contradicts all other measurements.
The sample with the highest SSA (31.4 m2 /g) after drying at 115 °C was ET, the
sample that contains the largest fibers (Figure 3.8) and the highest film surface
roughness [Paper III] according to AFM measurements. The reversed trend occurs
since the smaller fibers conforms more easily to each other resulting in a material
with higher density than if the fibers are larger and allow air to be trapped within
the structure. Thus the SSA can be related to the pore volume of the films and not
the actual physical properties of the CNF it was made from.
In order to retain the original properties of the CNF during drying techniques
such as freeze-drying or super-critical CO2 drying can be employed to produce aerogels. Although, Pääkkö et al. (2008) [74] showed that freeze-drying only resulted
in an SSA of 20-66 m2 /g for a material resembling EmSW5p, which corresponds to
130-40 nm wide fibers. To increase the SSA, Houssine et al. (2011) [75] subjected
CNF to liquid exchange from water to tert-butanol, before freeze-drying, and was
able to obtain an SSA of 250 m2 /g for a material resembling EmSW5p and 280
m2 /g for a material resembling TmSW5p/xTmSW4p. This minor difference for
these vastly different samples shows that freeze-drying is not a viable route for
characterizing the SSA of CNF. However, it is possible to distinguish these samples
with respects to SSA when employing super critical CO2 drying. This was shown by
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Houssine et al. (2011) [76] to yield values of 300 and 480 m2 /g for samples similar
to EmSW5p and TmSW5p/xTmSW4p respectively. From yield and transmittance
measurements (Figure 3.4 & 3.5), it is shown that samples such as TmSW5p and
xTmSW4p can be considered as more or less fully disintegrated, which is further
verified by size measurements in AFM (Figure 3.8). This means that the width of
these fibers are in the range of 3-5 nm, with a corresponding SSA of 890-530 m2 /g
(according to Equation 3.1), which is close to the measured value of 480 m2 /g
[76].

SSA: Dilute CNF samples (EmSW 0-10p) to 0.1 g/L and mixed with an
Ultra-turrax (®T25 digital, IKA, GE) for 10 min at 10k RPM. Filter the CNF
dispersion on 0.45 µm PVDF membrane (Durapore®) for a grammage of 45 g/m2
(200ml=20mg) for an area of 44 cm2 ). Once a freestanding film is obtained,
remove it from the membrane and subject it to liquid exchange first with 96%
EtOH for 24h then 99.9% EtOH three times for 24 hours. The final liquid
exchange to super-critical CO2 (100 bar at 35 °C) occurs within a critical-pointdryer (with 10min purge time), Autosamdri-815 (Tousimis Research Co., US),
that then depressurized the super-critical CO2 . The dried films should be stored
in a moisture free environment until being analyzed. The specific surface area
is then calculated according to the BET theory from krypton gas adsorption
isotherms in a ASAP2020 (Micromeritics, US). In [Paper II] only two samples
were measured for each point.

Utilizing the super-critical CO2 drying technique it was possible to follow the
evolution of surface area as a function of homogenization energy (Figure. 3.10).
The surface area increases significantly from the refining pretreatment, from 1 to
200 m2 /g, and this is still a fully fibrous material. These results show that PFIrefining effectively and significantly increases the surface area of the fibers. When
homogenization was initiated the SSA increased linearly up to around 9-12 MWh/t,
from which it did not increase further. The same sample series showed a continuous
increase when being analyzed by centrifugation (Figure. 3.4) or transmittance
(Figure 3.6) far beyond the point in SSA measurements. That no further increase
can be seen beyond 9-12 MWh/t may be linked to the already high SSA of 390 m2 /g
(Average SSA of all samples from 9-24 MWh/t) which corresponds to an average
width of 6.8 nm which is close to the 6.1±1.1 nm calculated from AFM (Figure.
3.8). Although, it is known from the yield measurements that the EmSW samples
only contain 7-23% nanofibers, as under the specific conditions of this work, which
means that there are larger fibers present that would increase the average width
significantly. That the nanofibers are seen as free by the SSA shows that the internal
structure of these fibers has been "swollen" enough for the krypton gas to access all
surfaces, and that the larger aggregates are nanofibers that are closely associated,
possibly by friction from crossing points in an interwoven network of nanofibers.
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Figure 3.11: Adsorption of xyloglucan to the homogenization series of EmSW.
Values on the Y-axis correspond to the amount of available xyloglucan that was
adsorbed by the CNF. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. The yellow star
marks the point from were no further increase in surface area was measured for the
SSA. (same as Figure 3.4, 3.6 & 3.10).

3.5.1

Xyloglucan surface area

Drying CNF before gas adsorption is one of the main obstacles associated with
the method, and developing methods that can measure surface areas in the wet
state is preferred. Such methods rely on adsorbing molecules directly onto the
cellulose, preferably at a low ionic strength and at neutral pH to avoid gelation
and aggregation [65]. Certain dye-molecules have the capacity of adsorbing to
cellulose from an aqueous dispersion and can be used for determining surface areas
[77, 78, 79]. Although superior to gas adsorption particular downsides are associated
with the dye-method (i) the majority of dyes are azo dyes (two double bound
nitrogen atom) which are toxic and carcinogenic [80, 81] (ii) the adsorption of dyes
is carried out in buffers of 100 mM salt, which is enough to induce aggregation of
the CNF [65]. Congo red adsorption (measured according to Ougiya et al. (1998)
[78]) for EmSW1, EmSW5 and TmSW was 159, 147 and 152 m2 /g respectively,
a negligible difference which demonstrates that the method was not capable of
distinguishing between these notably different samples (as can be seen in Figure.
3.5) [paper iv]. On the other hand, Spence et al. (2011) [79] showed that it was
possible to correlate the specific surface area, measured by congo red adsorption,
to the tensile index but not to the energy consumption for various CNF qualities.
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Dye adsorption can, therefore, be considered as a viable but not optimal method
for the estimation of surface areas, albeit it should be limited to samples with low
charge.
Xyloglucan is a polysaccharide commonly derived from the kernel of tamarind
seeds (Tamarindus indica L.) but exist in higher plants and is thought to have a vital
part in the control of the cell growth [82]. It has a backbone like cellulose consisting
of β-D-Glcp residues that are substituted with up to 80% α-(1,6)-Xylose that in
turn can be substituted with β-(1,2)-Galactose [83] and L-Fucose (in primary cell
walls) [84]. What is most interesting is its strong affinity to cellulose and that it
complexes with iodine.
Ougiya et al. (1998) [78] demonstrated xyloglucan as a viable adsorbate for determining surface areas. This method can be significantly simplified by adsorbing
XG directly to the CNF and then measure the adsorbed amount by iodine complexation. Using this simplified process it was possible to differentiate between a
homogenization series to a greater extent than with the previously employed gasadsorption method (Figure 3.11). This can be seen from the linear relationship
between the homogenization energy and adsorbed amount XG up until 25 MWh/t
compared to the 9-12 MWh/t for the gas adsorption. Additionally, the XG adsorption exhibits a close resemblance to the transmittance of the same samples, in
Figure 3.6. That the XG adsorption is more effective in evaluating the evolution
of surface area than the gas-adsorption could be explained by that (i) there was no
drying step and therefore no morphological change to the fibers prior to adsorption
(ii) the XG molecules are large in comparison to the gases and therefore cannot
penetrate into larger structures, but instead is only accessible to free fibers. To
improve the method further XG was purified and hydrolyzed samples with varying
molecular weights were obtained from Cellutech, SE.
Purification: Dissolve tamarind kernel powder (Tamarindus indica L) in water
at 60 °C for one hour and then centrifuge the sample at 10 G for 5-10 min,
remove the supernatant and repeat three times. Mix the crude XG with an
ion exchange media (Q Sepharose, GE Healthcare Life Science, US) and then
filter the ion exchange media. The purified XG is reduced to approximately 10%
consistency, then frozen and freeze-dried. The dried purified XG is preferably
stored in a dry environment.
Molecular weight: Dilute XG to four concentrations (1-4 g/L) and inject it to a
size exclusion chromatography (SECurity 1260, Polymer Standard services, DE)
with a refractive index detector coupled to a multiple-angle laser light scattering
detector (BIC-MwA700, Brookhaven Instrument Corp., US). The mobile phase
should consist of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and 0.5% LiBr. Three columns
in series consisting of a PSS GRAM guard column, 100 Å PSS GRAM (100x8
mm, 10 µm particle size) column and a 10000 Å PSS GRAM (100x8 mm, 10
µm particle size) column. The refractive index increment (dn/dc) is measured
by the different concentration of CNF in DMSO/LiBr.
Adsorption: Dilute xyloglucan with deionized water at 60 °C to a stock solution
of 2 mg/ml. Mix the dissolved xyloglucan with an appropriate amount CNF
(typically between 0.1-1 mg/ml XG and 0.01-2 mg/ml CNF). Prepare duplicate
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Figure 3.12: a) adsorbed XG as a function of amount CNF (EclSW4p) at two
concentrations of XG. The numbers correspond to the amount adsorbed in regards
to the total available XG in the system. b) adsorbed XG in [mg] per [g] EclSW4p as
a function of XG concentration. Error-bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.

samples without CNF as a reference. Incubate the the samples at 24 °C for up
to 18h under constant shaking.
Adsorbed amount: Add 1ml Iodine sulfuric acid solution (0.5% Potassium iodine,
1% iodine and 17% sulfuric acid) to 200 µl of the incubated solution. Centrifuge
the solution at up to 14 G for 4 min and then keep the samples in the dark
for 30 min before to analysis. Analyze the absorbance of the samples in a
spectrophotometer (UV-2550, Shimadzu, JP) at λ = 660 nm. Compare the
reference and the samples with CNF to determine the amount adsorbed, in
mg/g, mg or percent of totally available XG.
Calibration to XGSA: Measure the adsorption to a fully disintegrated sample,
with well defined nanofibers (such as TmSW5p or xTmSW4p). This sample
has a theoretical surface area of 762 m2 /g (3.5 nm width). Calculate "Sa " from
Equation 3.3 with "A" as the adsorbed amount XG to CNF in g/g. Use the
"Sa " value to calculate the XGSA for CNF samples from their adsorbed amount
XG "A" in g/g in Equation 3.2. It is also possible to calibrate by normalizing
the measured values to a sample such as xTmSW4p and then calculating the
ratios of the other samples related to the theoretical value for xTmSW4p.
Sa =

XGSA · M w
A · Na

(3.3)

The influencing factors for the xyloglucan adsorption aare the starting concentration of XG (Figure 3.12 b)), the amount of CNF (Figure 3.12 a)) and the
molecular weight and polydispersity index of the XG1 . The starting concentration
shows a linear relationship with the amount adsorbed in mg/g at low concentrations
1 Here

Mn = 81 000, Mw = 232 000, M = 225 000 Da, Rg = 30 nm and PDI = 2.8
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Figure 3.13: Xyloglucan adsorption for various CNF qualities at varying energy input. The concentration was 0.05 mg/ml of both XG and CNF, except for CSW and
xTmSW which had a CNF concentration of 0.017 mg/ml. Error bars correspond
to 95% confidence intervals. (same as Figure 3.5).

and levels of at higher concentrations when reaching the maximum amount able to
adsorb. However, this does not mean that the cellulose surfaces are not covered
at the lower concentrations, but that the xyloglucan takes different conformations
depending on the concentration from which it is adsorbed. At lower concentrations
the XG takes an extended train conformation while at higher concentration loops
are more prominent, this was shown by Bensefelt et al. (2016) [85], and the effect
of which can be seen in Figure 3.12 a). In this figure, the amount adsorbed XG
versus the available CNF is plotted for two XG concentrations and is expected to
have a linear relationship. The higher concentration exhibit more adsorbed XG
even though there is a surplus of XG at the lower concentration, which is shown
by the total adsorbed XG to the left of each point. This surplus is adsorbed to the
cellulose when the concentration of CNF is increased, although, it seems as some
XG molecules adsorbed to the cellulose more preferably since the relative adsorbed
amount is not as high as expected in the point at 4mg EclSW4p and 0.02 mg/ml
XG. It cannot be ruled out that this is an effect of that XG changes conformation
during the adsorption since the concentration is decreased, resulting in that the
remaining xyloglucan takes a more elongated conformation.
Lignin was shown by Zhou et al. (2006) to have a negative effect on the adsorption of XG [86]. Although, in Figure 3.13 the effect of lignin is shown to be
insignificant. The samples with the highest amount of lignin, ElSW (7% lignin)
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and ElHW (1.6% Lignin), did not seem to have any major influence with regards
to the XG adsorption. Somewhat less adsorption was seen for ElSW (7% lignin)
compared to EclSW (0.2% lignin), which could have been due to surfaces being
covered by lignin; however, this data is in agreement with the transmittance measurements that shows less disintegration for the sample with higher amounts of
lignin. There are two explanations for these findings, (i) the lignin does not cover
the entire surface of the nanofiber and (ii) the negative effect of lignin is not as
prominent as previously believed. To investigate the second option, a screening
study of various materials and their ability to adsorb XG is presented in [Paper
V]. What this study showed was that XG did not adsorb to Kraft lignin or CTMP
(chemo-thermo-mechanical pulp) fibers, which are highly coated in lignin, but it
did adsorb to SGW (stone-groundwood) fibers. SGW fibers are produced in such
a fashion that the breakage between fibers occur straight through the cell wall,
producing fibers with exposed cellulose surfaces in contrast to CTMP where the
breakage between fibers is concentrated to the middle lamella. This concurs with
the well established theories that XG only adsorb to cellulose surfaces. Even extensive coverage of xylan seems to diminish the adsorption of XG. This was evident
when measuring the XG adsorption to the starting material in Morais De Carvalho
et al. (2019) [87]; although low in lignin (3.5%), a Wiley milled holocellulose powder from birch did not exhibit any detectable adsorption whereas after removing
xylan (from 34-1%), using KOH, adsorption could be detected. This phenomenon
is not seen for the homogenized hardwood samples containing xylan, ElHW and
EclHW (Figure 3.13) as they exhibit reasonable XG-adsorption values. In conclusion, enough cellulose surfaces are exposed in CNF independent of lignin and xylan
content, at least to the contents tested within this work, to allow for quantitative
measurements of exposed surface area for various CNF qualities.
The highly charged samples adsorbed significantly more XG than its natively
charged counterparts, which is a result of the much higher cellulose surface area
in these samples. There is an insignificant effect from the charge density on XGs
ability to adsorb (Figure 3.14). A limited negative effect is seen when increasing
the charge from 26-600 µmol/g, possibly due to the XG taking a more extended
conformation on the fibers. However, when increasing the charge from 600-1450
µmol/g, the XG adsorption increases as a result of extensive swelling [88, 89].
Calibrating the adsorption values, from Figure 3.13, to XGSA (m2 /g), resulted
in Table 3.1. Calibrations were made for two concentrations XG, 0.4 and 0.5
mg/ml, and their corresponding "Sa " was calculated according to Equation 3.3.
"Sa " is the estimated space of a single XG molecule, and it is 6671 nm2 for 0.04
mg/ml and 4746 nm2 for 0.05 mg/ml, adsorbed to xTmSW4p with an theoretical
SSA of 762 m2 /g. The "Sa " values are larger than the nanofibers and questions
arise regarding which species is adsorbing to which. Nevertheless, XGSA values for
the two concentrations exhibit a coefficient of determination of r2 = 0.99 with a
slope of 0.97 in contrast to the slope of the uncalibrated values which is 0.69. The
high coefficient of determination and the fact that the slope is close to 1 means
that the effect of concentration diminishes after calibration. Correlation of the
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Figure 3.14: Charge influence of the adsorbed amount xyloglucan to dissolving pulp
charged to different degree using TEMPO-oxidation. Y-axis stretches from 2.3 to
2.7 mg/g. Error-bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.

Table 3.1: Xyloglucan surface area (XGSA) for different CNF samples, SSA (BET)
and Congo red (CR) adsorption. XGSA is calculated from two concentrations of
XG, 0.05 mg/ml and 0.04 mg/ml. All values in the table are in [m2 /g].
CNF
ElSW
EclSW1p
EclSW4p
EcalSW
ElHW
EclHW
EcalHW
xTmSW4p
CSW
1

XGSA 0.05

XGSA 0.04

CR

BET

85’/132"
128
167
47’/71"
119’/151"
75’/150"
55’/49"
762
699

84’/145"
123
183
31’/89"
109’/172"
139’/164"
110’/69"
762
695

159
147
152
-

3441
4001
4822
-

2
[Paper II]
Sehaqui et al. (2011) [76]
’ Sample fluidized one pass
" Sample fluidized four passages
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Figure 3.15: Correlation plot of calculated XGSA and transmittance for all samples
in Table 3.1 at two different concentrations. Green represents the softwood samples, red the hardwood, purple the carboxymethylated CNF (CSW) and teal/cyan
xTmSW.
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calibrated values with transmittance shows an exponential increase (r2 = 0.9) in
surface area with increasing transmittance Figure 3.15. This exponential increase
has a similar shape as the plot of fiber size against theoretical SSA (Equation 3.1).
Calibrating the adsorption to XGSA has its benefits; the effect of concentration is
diminished and a more understandable value is obtained. Issues with the calibration
constant "Sa " still remains, and it would be required to measure "Sa " for a series of
concentrations for a specific XG if it were to be sold for purposes employed in this
work. Furthermore, it is evident from Table 3.1 that the XGSA is more efficient
at distinguishing between the samples than both Congo red adsorption and SSA
measured by BET.
XG adsorption is not limited to characterize cellulose materials in the nanoscale.
It may also be employed to follow the effect of refining pulp fibers (mSW) Figure
3.16. Schopper-Riegler (°SR) is a measurement of the drainability of pulp, which
is related to fiber swelling and amount of fine material. This swelling is directly
linked to the surface area of the fibers, and Gonzalez et al. (2012) showed that
the SSA increased 450% for an Eucalyptus pulp when the °SR was increased from
16 to 43 [90]. A linear increase in the adsorbed amount XG with respects to the
refining energy was seen for a refining series of mSW Figure 3.16. Although, the
linearity was higher for the XG adsorption method than the °SR measurements
a correlation could still be seen, with R2 = 0.98, when excluding the unrefined
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Figure 3.16: Xyloglucan adsorption to fibers (mSW) subjected to varying degree
of refining and corresponding Schopper-Riegler values for the same samples. Error
bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.

sample. XG adsorption for determining the availability of exposed surfaces is a
robust and flexible method; the measurements can be interpreted as the SSA or
as the exposed surfaces capable of adsorbing larger molecules. Furthermore, this
means that XG adsorption possibly could be employed for measuring the reactivity
of cellulosic pulps.
Ideally, the adsorption isotherms with respect to XG concentrations should be
measured in order to evaluate the maximum adsorption.

3.6

Fiber Tester+

Flow optical image analysis is a powerful tool for characterizing pulp fibers within
the pulp and paper industry. Pulp qualities such as fiber length, width and shape
can easily be measured. Although, when it comes to fines and smaller particles these
methods typically do not have high enough optical resolution. Even for advanced
versions such as the Fiber Tester+ , the maximum resolution is 3.3 µm/pixel [91].
This low resolution is a limitation when considering this method for purposes of
characterizing CNF samples. However, it is possible to follow the disintegration
process by simply analyzing the average width and length as well as the content of
fines (Figure 3.17). All three parameters show similar trends when increasing the
energy input with somewhat preferable statistics for the width measurements since
the inclination at the end is still reasonably high. The analyzed images, Figure
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Figure 3.17: Fiber Tester+ results at two series of varying energy input to EmSW.
The first sample, in the purple graph, is refined and enzymatically treated. a) fines
content b) mean width c) mean length and d) analyze pictures, at four different energy input denoted by their yellow number; the colors of the pictures were modified
to maximize the contrast and best visualize the fibers that are measured.

3.17 d), shows a rapid decrease in the number of large fibers for the first pass in
the large homogenizer chamber (400/200 µm), and at 11 MWh/t there is only fine
particles left. Similarly to transmittance measurements what is measured during
flow optical image analysis is the disappearance of detectable particles and not the
evolution of nanofibers. Flow optical image analysis could be used as an indirect
tool to measure the properties of a CNF containing material; although it is not
suggested as a standalone method.

3.7

Dynamic light scattering (DLS)

Dynamic light scattering measures the hydrodynamic radii ("Rh ") of polymers and
nanoparticles. The hydrodynamic radius is the apparent size of a molecule or
particle in its solvent seen as a theoretical sphere diffusing at the same rate as the
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Figure 3.18: Average hydrodynamic radius for various CNF measured on supernatants after centrifugation. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

measured particle. What this actually means is that for rigid fibers, such as cellulose
nanocrystals, or spherical nanoparticles the "Rh " can be seen as an estimate of the
length of the crystal or diameter of the sphere [92]. Hence the distribution of "Rh "
is equal to the particle size distribution of rigid fibers or spheres. However, for
larger and flexible molecules or fibers, the value of "Rh " is more complex since it
is not directly linked to any physical property but rather a combination of length,
flexibility, pH and so on. Efforts have been made to calculate the length of fibers
based on certain models and values from DLS [93, 94]. Although, these models have
not been able to fully compensate for these complex systems resulting in values for
the length that do not correspond to image analysis using TEM and AFM.
It is possible to obtain some information by simply measuring the "Rh " for various CNF qualities (Figure 3.18). Measurements are carried out on the supernatant
fraction after centrifugation in order to avoid sedimenting particles. For both the
hardwood and softwood samples, a decrease in "Rh " is seen for each modification
step. This could be an effect of a decreasing DP and consequently shorter fibers,
which is evident from the AFM images of the last treatment (EcalSW and EcalHW
in Figure 3.8). The same phenomena are observed for both EmSW and TmSW
with increasing energy input both "Rh " and DP decreases (Figure 3.17). That
there is such a significant drop in the "Rh " for TmSW when increasing the energy
input may still be linked to the fiber size, even though, the DP does not decrease
significantly. There may also be a stiffening influence from lignin, giving rise to a
larger "Rh ", which is confirmed by that the sample with most lignin (ElSW) had
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Figure 3.19: Viscosity for four different CNF samples.

the highest "Rh ". What is most evident from these measurements is the difference in morphology of the nanofibers even after centrifugation. This considerable
variability in morphology, of what is considered as the yield nanofibers, limits the
applicability of this method as a stand-alone characterization technique. DLS is,
therefore, a valuable supplement to yield and AFM measurements.

3.8
#1

Rheology

Viscosity was measured for four different CNFs, EmSW1 & 4p and TmSW1 & 4p,
that all show typically shear-thinning behavior. In the case of TmSW the viscosity decreased when increasing the energy input which is consistent with previous
research [95] and likely an effect from that larger fibers acts as crossing points in
the network [96]. The loss of viscosity may also be linked to the significantly lower
"Rh ", indicating that the fibers are shorter. The opposite effect is noted for the
EmSW samples that exhibited an increase in viscosity when increasing the energy
input, with a more or less unchanged "Rh ". This reversed effect is likely a result of
the material not being optimally disintegrated at one pass (1p).

Chapter 4

Materials and applications from
cellulose nanofibers
During the recent years, CNF has attracted more and more attention as a result of
an increasing number of high-tech applications. Some examples of this is flexible
energy storage [97], man-made ultrastrong spider-silk [98] and 3D-printed cartilage tissue [99]. The common nominator of these projects is their interdisciplinary
foundation which is a key concept for high-tech applications. Although, the foundation for this field originates from more traditional research in areas such as strong
nanopapers [100, 101] or porous materials [102]. A less well cited, but technically
more relevant area is the addition or coating of CNF to existing products such as
paper or board [103]. When adding it to paper, CNF can act as a strengthening
agent [104, 57, 105], especially in cases where fiber-fiber bonding is the limiting
factor [103]. Coating a paper with CNF can increase its barrier properties as well a
surface smoothness [103]. These two areas have the potential for high-volume applications of CNF. Other potential high volume applications include the additions
to concrete for increased fracture toughness [106]. Somewhat smaller volumes although possibly the most interesting field from an environmental perspective is the
utilization of CNF to replace commodity polymers. This is commonly performed
in conjunction with producing composites. The hydrophilic nature of cellulose and
the high content of water in CNF limits its applicability in hydrophobic matrices
(such as polylactic acid [107] or polycaprolactone [108]) due to the poor compatibility between the matrix and the cellulose [56]. Instead, focus has been put on
hydrophilic matrices such as polyvinyl alcohol [109], starch [110], polyethyleneoxide
[111] and various petroleum based polymers. Biodegradable polymers suffer from
poor mechanical, thermal and barrier properties as well as being expensive and difficult to process [112]. These issues have limited the use of biodegradable polymer
and is the reason why incorporating CNF is of such interest, since CNF has a low
thermal expansion [113], good barrier properties [101] and are mechanically strong
[100]. However, an issue that CNF cannot solve is the price of these biodegradable
47
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Figure 4.1: Components and proposed structure of the glycerol citrate polymer
(GCP). Carboxylic groups on the citric acid can form cross links to cellulose via
esters. Wavy lines correspond to possible network sites.
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polymers, since the estimated price of CNF ($4-10 per kg [33] or $9-221 per kg[114])
is significantly more than that of today’s commodity polymers ($1.5-3.5 per kg1 ).
This means that even with the ongoing efforts to improve existing biodegradable
polymers there is a need for cheaper alternatives to combat commodity polymers. It
is possible to produce cheap biodegradable polyester from environmentally friendly
resources using glycerol and citric acid [115]. Glycerol is a byproduct from the
transesterification of triglycerides during biodiesel conversion and volumes are expected in the range of 4Mt per year in 2024 [116] with a price below $1 per kilo
[117]. Glycerol is also considered safe for human consumption both by the FDA2
and WHO3 and was listed as one of the top 12 value added chemicals from biomass
by the Department of Energy in 2004 [118]. Citric acid is a commodity chemical
(1.6Mt annually 2007 [119]) that is derived from fermentation of various low value
substances [120] with a price around $0.7 per kilo. Citric acid is just like glycerol
considered safe for human consumption by both the FDA4 and WHO5 .
When heating a solution of glycerol and citric acid (GCA) the components
undergo condensation reactions, catalyzed by the citric acid, with water as the
only byproduct to produce networked polyester (Figure 4.1), here denoted glycerol
citrate polyester (GCP). When carrying out the reactions at high temperature or in
a microwave oven, the polymerization is faster than the water can escape resulting
in a foamed GCP. This foamed GCP is interesting in itself and could be used as a
replacement for expanded polystyrene for instance. It is, furthermore, possible to
foam the GCP even in the presence of more than 10 wt% pulp (BSKP). In order
to reduce foaming and bubble-formation, the GCA can be mixed with amorphous
cellulose derived from dissolution in cold alkali and reprecipitation by acid. This
forms a strong but brittle material similar to ceramics that can be shaped and cured
1 https://www.plasticportal.eu/en/polymer-prices/lm/14/
2 https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?fr=182.1320
3 http://apps.who.int/food-additives-contaminants-jecfa-database/chemical.aspx?chemID=669
4 https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?fr=184.1033
5 http://apps.who.int/food-additives-contaminants-jecfa-database/chemical.aspx?chemID=3594
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Figure 4.2: Manufacturing procedure of the tunicate GCP composite. A tunicate
membrane consisting of cellulose microfibrils and water as a hydrogel is solvent
exchanged to replace the water within the membrane to a GCA solution. The GCA
filled membrane is then cured under pressure with water as the only byproduct.

in desired shapes. Efforts have been made to use this material for 3D-printing [121].
The presence of cellulose during polymerization gives rise to cross linking between
the cellulose and the GCP due to the available carboxylic acid groups on the GCP
[122, 123].
To reduce the foaming and to produce a polymer film the GCA can be polymerized within a network of cellulose fibers. For this purpose native tunicate membranes can be used as the substrate since they are made up of a network of cellulose
microfibrils as a hydrogel. The native hierarchical structure of these membranes
makes them exceptionally strong and thus perfect for the purpose of making composites. The simple manufacturing procedure is shown in Figure 4.2. The produced composite was transparent and flexible in contrast to the dried tunicate
membrane Figure 4.3.
To obtain a transparent composite certain prerequisites are required. Snell’s
law states that light is diffracted when transmitted through an interface. It means
that all the components in the composite should have the same refractive index as

Figure 4.3: Photographs of a) native tunicate membrane in its wet form, b) dried
tunicate membrane and c) tunicate GCP 1:1 composite.
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Figure 4.4: Mechanical properties of films with a) varying molar ratios of citric acid
and glycerol cured for 36h at 110 °C in an oven and b) varying heating time at a
molar ratio of 1:1 cured with a hot plate at 200 ° C.

well as being free of voids. The GCP has a refractive index of 1.50 [124] which
is close to that of cellulose which has been reported to be 1.53 [125]. The similar
refractive index points to the possibility of making a transparent composite. The
transmittance of the GCP tunicate composite varied depending on the molar ratio
of citric acid and glycerol. When changing the molar ratio from an equimolar state,
the transmittance decreased from the 68% at a wavelength of 550 nm to 58 and 63%
(same samples as in Figure 4.4 a). The reason behind the change in transmittance
when deviating from an equimolar state is not fully understood but is possibly a
result of inferior interfacing between the cellulose and GCP and an effect of more
voids being created during the curing.
The mechanical properties of the composite were significantly altered when
changing the molar ratios (Figure 4.4 a). At a high content of glycerol (C:G=1.2)
the composite exhibited a notable strain at break (11.4%) but a low modulus (0.18
GPa). The opposite was measured for the composite with a high content of citric
acid (C:G=0.8), a low strain at break (3%) and a corresponding increase in modulus (1.75 GPa). The equimolar sample has mechanical properties in between the
deviating samples with a modulus of 1.3 GPa and a strain at break of 6.6%. This
shows that the mechanical properties can be tailored by small changed to the molar
ratio of the GCA. Changing the heating method and increasing the temperature
(Figure 4.4 b) resulted in an increased modulus of the composite. In the case of
20 min heating the GCA has not yet fully polymerized and only sparse cross links
exist. At 40 min and 200 °C, the composite had a strain at break of 5.2% which
is in the same range as the 6.6% of the equimolar sample cured at 110 °C for 36h.
However, the modulus was increased, from 1.3 to 2.1 GPa, for the sample cured at
40 min at 200 °C compared to at 110 °C for 36h. At the higher temperature, the
polymer cross links more readily with the cellulose resulting in a stiffer material.
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Upon further heating at 200 °C the material continues to cross link, as can be seen
by the increased modulus (2.9 GPa) and lower strain at break (2.2%).
The GCP cellulose composite is a viable system for producing cheap alternatives
to commodity polymers. An approximate material price for the composite of $1 per
kg can be estimated from the current price of the components considering a 90%
yield of the process. The process of manufacturing can be tailored for a continuous
process similar to paper making, where a cellulose based sheet is run through a
solution of GCA that is pressed into the porous sheet and then cured or pre-cured
under pressure. In its wet state, it is highly malleable and can be shaped into
structures that are maintained after curing. The system can be employed on any
source of cellulose, although, transparency is limited to pure cellulose sources due
to the difference in refractive index of cellulose, lignin and hemicelluloses.

Chapter 5

Conclusions
With this work, we have evaluated several different types of CNF from different
sources and with varying energy input and pretreatments. This has resulted in
a platform for the analysis of these types of materials. The implications of this
is that careful consideration regarding the characterization of cellulose nanofiber
materials is required in order to describe their properties adequately. The same is
true when evaluating novel manufacturing techniques, several factors needs to be
considered, including the energy consumption, amount of various fractions, morphology and more. The way this work is intended to be used is as a reference
material when considering various characterization techniques and raw materials.
The main conclusions from this work are listed below:
1. Although overall inferior quality, CNF such as NanoPulp exhibit a lower energy requirement per yield nanofiber than homogenized samples. Such low
quality samples could be used as or be separated into various fractions used
for different proposes. Careful consideration regarding the energy input is required since most properties, especially yield, decrease when weighted against
an increasing energy input, independent of delamination process.
2. The delamination pathway is of sequential nature, in which surface area is created early in the process, when there is still a significant number of macrofibrils present. This leads to the theory that the microfibrils are interlocked in
a non-physical network, possible by friction. These effects are minimized at
elevated charge densities, and it is only, in the very early steps of the process, where macrofibrils are visible before the sample is fully delaminated to
elementary fibrils.
3. A better way to describe the accessible surface properties of a CNF, than by
utilizing gas adsorption, is to employ xyloglucan adsorption. This method can
distinguish between a wide range of CNF produced with both varying energy
input, chemical composition, and source. The values can be interpreted as
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specific surface area by calibrations with a fully delmainated sample. This
methods also scales well to studies of fibers and their refining.
4. Degree of polymerization is key for successful production of CNF. At a certain
point the fibers stop being delaminated and starts being cut since they are too
weak to withstand the acceleration at the interface within the homogenizer
chambers.
5. Drying and redispersion of CNF can be facilitated by drying in the presence
of glycerol. This would significantly reduce shipping costs and improve the
storage lifetime of the glycerol dried CNF.
6. A novel system of making environmentally friendly biodegradable composites from cheap and sustainable sources using cellulose as the reinforcement
was developed as a side project. This material is expected to have severe
implications on the field of eco-friendly composites.

Chapter 6

Outlook
The field of cellulose nanofibers is attracting significant interest and will most likely
continue doing so in the coming years. What is critical is finding applications that
suites the produced CNF, and it is paramount to understand the differences between
different types of CNF for doing so. Whether or not CNF is the new golden-goose
of the pulp and paper industry it has helped in sparking a renewed interest in
research and the possibility for multidisciplinary projects, that will ultimately carry
this field further than any previous field within this industry. I am thankful for the
opportunity to contribute to this field.
The performed work has spawned unending ideas as should be the case when
doing research. Methods such as the xyloglucan adsorption could be further developed and possibly become a standardized method for characterizing both CNF and
fibers. The main improvement lies in the calibration to specific surface area. With
the methods employed in this work it is possible to calibrate a xyloglucan, which
would allow for calibrated xyloglucans to be sold. Furthermore, it is possible to
chemically link adsorbing groups to the xyloglucan chains which would allow detection in a spectrophotometer without the use of complexing agents. The simplicity
of this method makes it a viable method to employ within the industry in order to
more precisely characterize a CNF quality. The method can additionally be used
to evaluate a refining process of fibers more precisely.
It would be highly interesting to look even closer at the delamination pathway
and hierarchical structures by utilizing high resolution light microscopy techniques,
both to understand the structures and how the delamination propagates. It is
possible that SEM or TEM could be employed, although, this requires the material
to be dried which significantly changes the morphology. The drying could be aided
by freez-drying methods or critical carbon dioxide drying, yet, it is unlikely that
the native structures could be maintained. Another possibility is to use liquid cell
SEM or TEM.
The developed polyester composite is the single most interesting part to look
further into since the concept can be used for making "transparent paper". The
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process of manufacturing these composites is similar to conventional paper making
techniques. The idea is to run a small paper machine at elevated temperature to
produce a prepolymerized paper; this paper can then be shaped and manipulated
into the desired shape and then completely polymerized. Another way this composite could be made is by mold pressing wet sheet into the desired shape. The
time required for the polymerization is currently the main downside of this concept, although, it could possibly be solved by aided removal of the water produced
during the condensation reactions. Barrier properties, water adsorption and aging,
are some of the main parameters that need to be further investigated.
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